Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Bluetooth & Wireless Speakers**

**$49.99** Koss Bluetooth Speaker

Small enough to fit in a pocket, the BTS1 wireless Bluetooth® speaker is designed specifically for portability and on-the-go use. Its lightweight design is accentuated by its minimalistic properties which make it incredibly compact and perfect for travel. The BTS1 wireless Bluetooth® speaker features a unique kickstand allowing the listener to choose between omni-directional and directional listening, providing a personalized experience for any location. Using the BTS1 wireless Bluetooth® speaker is incredibly easy. On-board controls allow for quick pairing and easy access to volume control.

- Built in kickstand
- Weighs 0.36 lbs
- 3.5 mm auxiliary in and out jack
- Option to connect multiple devices

Model/Product #BTS1 – White  
UPC - 021299187159

**$229.99** Brookstone Big Blue Party

With its 4 specially angled speaker drivers, this speaker surrounds your party in omni-directional, full range stereo complete with thundering bass from subwoofer and passive radiator. Control it from your device or the top mounted bass/treble and volume controls.

- 72 watt
- Indoor/outdoor
- Weather resistant
- 4 full range speakers
- Subwoofer
- Passive radiator
- Rechargeable
- Dimensions: 6.3”w x 6.3”d x 15.8”h

Model/Product #849504 – Graphite  
UPC - 883594042379
$99.99 Brookstone Big Blue Live 2

Surround yourself with crystal clear sound wirelessly from any Bluetooth enabled device. Our compact Big Blue Live2 wireless speaker from Big Blue audio gives your device a larger voice for music, movies and games, all while you browse the web on your device. When you want to make or take a phone call, Big Blue Live 2 is the perfect wireless speakerphone.

- Compatible with:
  - Smartphones
  - MP3 players
  - Laptops
  - Tablets
  - Pair2™ technology connects 2 speakers
  - Left/right or dual stereo sound
  - Built in mic for speakerphone calls
  - Wireless range: up to 33 foot range
  - Dimensions: 5”w x 2.5”d x 2.36”h

Model/Product #870796 – Black
UPC - 883594044953
Model/Product #870797 – White
UPC - 883594044960

$59.99 Brookstone Big Blue Mini Wireless Travel Speaker

Big Blue Mini Wireless Travel Speaker is a compact, portable speaker that brings big sound anywhere you go. This Big Blue Mini Speaker is perfect for your busy, on the go life. Just toss it in your backpack, purse, briefcase or pocket, and you’ll always have incredible sound within easy reach.

- Compact and packable - only 3” diameter
- Weatherproof and Water Resistant
- 4 hour rechargeable battery

Model/Product #936007 – Black
UPC - 883594049590
Model/Product #936027 – Blue
UPC - 883594049613
$129.99
Brookstone Big Blue Unplugged Wireless Indoor-Outdoor Speaker

Our Big Blue Unplugged Speaker by Brookstone is perfectly sized for impromptu dance parties just about anywhere. Just toss it in your backpack, purse, or briefcase and you’ll always have incredible sound within easy reach.

- Pair2™ technology lets you wirelessly pair two Big Blue Unplugged speakers for left/right or dual stereo sound
- Rechargeable battery lasts up to 7 hours
- Includes mic for speakerphone calls
- Subwoofer
- Weatherproof and Water Resistant

Model/Product #861194 – White
UPC - 883594049613
Model/Product #313469 – Black
UPC - 883594054709

$69.99
Brookstone Speakout Bluetooth Outlet Speaker

You want to enjoy some good music from your mobile devices while you are cooking, working or doing yoga at home...but you hate the poor quality sound coming from them and you don’t want to move the big, heavy speakers from your living room. Our Speakout Bluetooth Outlet Speaker is your best solution! It delivers clear sound and undistorted bass. With its built in pair2 technology, you can wirelessly pair 2 Speakout Speakers for twice the sound. Last but not least, its unique ac pass through design makes sure that you can enjoy great sound without sacrificing your outlet.

- Install anywhere—plugs into any AC outlet
- Built-in AC plug with pass through
- Speaker rotates to 3 positions—0°, 90° clockwise and 90° counter-clockwise
- Pairs with any Bluetooth device
- Dimensions: 6.35”X4”X4.31”

Model/Product #917725 – White
UPC - 883594048647
Model/Product #917703 – Black
UPC - 883594048630
$49.99 Brookstone Executive 2 Wireless Speaker

Brookstone's Executive Speaker is a portable wireless speaker that's the same size as a regular smartphone so you can bring it with you anywhere you go. It supports Bluetooth 4.0 for smarter and faster connection.

- Built in mic for phone calls
- 2500mAh backup battery charges your smartphone or music player
- Li-ion battery lasts 10 hours per charge
- Flat charging cable included
- Only 5.5 in x 2.9 in x 0.9 in

Model/Product #311671 – Black

UPC - 883594054341